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The nature ofin-contextlearning in Transformermodels is likely todeeplyinform

any future theory which links the geometryofsingularities in Transformen as

learning machines tothe emergentphenomena such as reasoning andabstraction

which make these systems interesting.

In each layer ofa Transformer model (PH] a listofentityrepresentations
ey...,eetV are procusedtoform new representations el,..., el. This processing
depends on the weightsofthe Transformer, in several ways

(i) The layer normalisation

(ii) the attention mechanism

(iii) The feedforward layer in each block.

The final prediction also depends on embeddingandunembedding weights, which we

ignore here. We focus on (ii) the attention weightsandhow they are changedby
backpropagation. The claim in [FCLI, ICL2] andotherpapers is thatin-context

-

learning is "similar"tothischange inattention weights. These paper are nottobe

taken seriously, butletus investigate the question.

The cartoon LetTw denotethe Transformer model with attention weightsW,

as a family offunctions 9TwYux, where Twil takes a sequence oftokens

=x ..., cn as inputandreturnsthe prediction ofthe nexttoken as a

probabilitydistribution. So the contribution ofa sequence cy ...,x1,x1+1
to

a gradientstep is

AW =-2 Tw) -logth" (2)(x(e+1])
2 JuTw(z) (x2+1]

(11)
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Suppose the tokens were emples ofa task

....,l xl+1 (2.1)
-

-

Question answer

then in-contextlearning refer tothe possibility thaton a secondquestion yy..., 41

(21+1) (1)

Tw(2,x+1,1) is closertoyet than Tw (2) (2.2)

"learnedfrom"

There is of course anotherway to"improve"to given 1,3211 which is totake the

above gradientstep. Which motivatesan interesting question: is there some similarity
between learning by gradientdescentandin-contextlearning? More formally,
is there some relationship between (for some)

a. Tw(z,cen,-) and Twisw/-)? (2.3)

Providing a contextis a form oftrying where you can generatea new model,
and the question is, in part, is this new model a transformer for some perturbed
weights? Andif so in whatdirection?

02. Tulz, cet,-) =Twil) how doesW'relate to WY
"contextstoweightshypothesis"

Quite unmually for statistical models, the attention weightsactually specify are
infinite family ofmodels [Tw' 3n and providing contextsallows me tomove
between them, potentially internalising many operations such as training which
are currently on the outside.

Remark Contra (ICL1, ICL2] there seems little reason to believe in generall that

HW-w'll is small. For instance forthe treacherous turn 1 ="In deployment".
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We can probably safely say "No"to91, exceptin special cases. We focus on Q2.

Let us consider the algorithm computing Tw (2, xe+1,1)

this is Tw(?)

I probsofnexttoken
-

.... ↓
⑧ ... ... ⑳

~·I
.... i I

⑧

↑ softmax
⑧ logits.
↑

I ↑ ↑ unembedding
⑳

⑧ 8 ⑳

extra
attention" ! :

(3.1)

: ⑰
↓ ⑧ ⑧ ⑳

I -.. .. ↑ Transformer layer/block
& ⑧

4 ↑ 1 I ↑ ↑ embedding
⑧ ⑳ ⑳

· -.
I xet -- I

-....

To simplifymatters we are going toassume the entities ey..., eeth are frozen,

and consider the effect on entity:ofhaving sets in the context.

In the attention stepthe attention weightmatrixW:X ->HGHGX generates

queries, keys andvalue vectors (notation of[IS]) (weignore biance)

Schists
-Wei=(Wei, Wei, WYe
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andthe update rule is (ignoring layer normalisation andfeedforward)

ei =eit & softmax (9:.k, ..., 9:oRe);Yj
-

!

=eit&
e

Dei

i edity·
⑧j Y

.....

Ifwe define softmax(A) for a matrix Acolumn-wise (again following [PH])

softmax(Alij=
ith col

f

2
(Q)ji

9 =W*E #[=,i] =eiThen softmax (K Q)j:=
Sa

(TQ)wi
k=WE & (:,i] =qi

- : 2

(T)ji
=e9:oj

Hence withE'[:, i] =ei, (1.2) becomes

E
=E +Ysoftmax(kTQ)

H- ent <- ent
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Returning tooursituation where entities e.,..., eets are free

9: -Rj

se:= j

9:-kj
D& elios y +[ E by 3-site;foren I

notfrozen

Some special cases If 9:okj =0 for frozenj, and 9:ok;sufficiently large for others,

Dei=ma) [ed:ixj Contextis
u notfrozen ;

notfrozen
irrelevant"

= update in Tw(I)

Suppose thatfor each frozent, there is an unfrozen index alt) suchthat

yj
=Yalj) and write

sei=me?le"+ [editt) v-frozen
1

frozen alt) =1

The Log-Sum-Exponential LSE(PC, ..., (n)
=log([ie") is

an approximation tomax[ci];for e-values large relative tologn,
Acommonapprox is (x* =max[xi7;)

USE(X,...,xn) =x*+log(exp(x, -x*) +--- +exp(xn - x4))

x*= (SEx +log(n)
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2
9:0kj

t Se
9:0kt =e

-frozen

alt) =j

z =LSE)[9ickj3r(9:.k t1tfazen alt)=j)
=9:okjxwhere this is maximised,

Suppose thereisa clear winner, for each unfrozen index, then

bei=en?te*
which is attention butwithmodifiedkey weightsWKfor entityj
Perhaps sometimes the winner is a frozen entity, andin this way

Tw(2,xe+1,1) =Twi(I)

where W'includes the modified weights.

Remark. Treat properlyzing SVD and Raideas.
-
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In-contextlearning and SLT

Alearning machine in SLT is a tuple (W, p, 9,3) consisting ofa

parameterspaceW, a modelp, truth g andprior J. Letus formulate
such a learning machine for a large language model like GPT. Note that

"GPT "refer tomore than justthe Transformer model, italso refer to

the data distribution andto some extentthetraining procedure.

Data distribution given some maximum contextsize C, sample sequence
ofconsecutive tokens oflength (from a fixedcorpus oftokenstrings (e.g. text)

ti...., tc (7.1)

Then we have input-outputpain
① t

It,tz), (titz, tz), -..,(t --- tc -1,t). (7.2)

The data distribution is the distribution of all examples like (7.2). So if s

is the setofpossibletokens, we have actually true distributions

9,kx,y) on SxS (prob- of(t.,+2)

92(x, y) on SxS (prob-of (titz,t3))
i

9c-1(x,y) on SC-1xS

Note thatwe can make predictions to (t), ..., Twlt,--to-1) for all
these examples withthe same setofweights. The loss function for the
Transformer is a sumover the cross-entropies for each ofthese predictions.
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(w) =E,"(w) (8.1)

where for 1112-1,

((4(w) = I
(,t) -51,,9e(t)

CE(9e/t'IE), Tw(t)) 18.27

Thm the true distribution is on X=(HES4) x S and given by 91 ...,9c-1
taken together. Themodel is, given IES1, t'ES,

P(1,t(w) =p(t/t,w)qe(t)
-
- Tw(I) (t'Jqe(t)

andthe KL divergence is similarly a sum over 1

k(w) =1,9(7,t') log(ims)dat
= (x91E,t) log(?) dat (8.3)

=(91tE) log() 9E)ddt

-Essex, t'lEllog(s)9eAdat
=:k(w)
1 =1

where KIP) is the KL divergence for (I, pe, 92, 3).
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By afamiliarcalculation

14(r) = - Entropy ge +/seCE(9elt/1)/ tw(E)) qe(E)dE
=- Entropy 92 +2(4) (w) 19.1)

so minimising K(w) is thesame a minimising
( (w).

Remark since the same parameter weW is med tomake next-token predictions-

for any lengththisis nota sum ofKL divergences for distinctmodels.

The Bayesian posteriorofa languagemodel

the nature ofthe data distribution (thatwe see, for a sequence oftokens xy...12

every initial segments, ...,n) andofthe model (we use the same
parameters topredictfor any sequence length) have some interesting implications
for the Bayesian posterior when we incorporatethe contexts -to-weightshypothesis.

Recall thatgiven a setofsamples Da=[(E, t1(3) the posterior is

p(w/Dn) =I
e

19.2)

=

In 3(w)exp(-n(n(w))

where In (w) is the empirical loss

I (E) gelt'"(E), Twltl) 19.3)

- - EE, log Tw(Eil) [t'il]
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The model evidence In =JdwY(us) exp)-n(n(w)) is the basis of
model selection in a Bayesian framework. We view model selection an

internalisedin LLMs toelection where two regions W.,W2
=W

are preferred in accordance with which has higher evidence"

InIWal = =Sw-dwY(n) expl-nLn(r)). a= [1,23

Or whatis the same, which hasower free energy Fa:= -log
In (Wa)

(the effective Boltzmann weight). Undersome conditions we have the

Wa

Free Energy Formula

⑲w 2. (Wal =n2n(w) + Xalogn

leading terms in crymptotic exp. see
Green book, WBIEpaper, DLT3)

Eachpoint(II) contributestofree energy ofevery phase.

In (Wa) =(erada(w) exp)[.=, logtwItl) It"*])

-Swadwy(a)Tw(t)(t]

Suppose the contexts- to-weights hypothesis holds forsome sample on on above,
-

with(i) =22(i) for all: (inpractive we find in Dn some cubset like this)
in the sense thatTw(((i) (t"] = T(w) (2)) (t]
and moreover assume this works for all mewas in some way
continuous in w. Thatis
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Wa fe(Wal

/..watfelwa0 "" *)

Notefis likely to bedegenerate

InlWas D2) =SwadwY(n)Tw(t)(t']
y

"few shot" =Swadw3(n),Tw(=) [t]
=SeadwrY(w)#, f(u)("(Stil]

=IfelwaldwETolent
<In)f(Wal, (eel), t)=E,(

4

izewshot"
Since intheasymptotic expansion fo contributesadditional degeneracy on the LHS.
Hence

mLn(w) + Xalogn <nhn(fz(wa)) +X logn
↳

and so the rough argumentgoal) xa<xa. Thegiantdegeneral
offe"

mustbe more complexthan the one atfalwa) (roughly because
Felwa) is "specialised"and thiscorresponds tofe being a projection,
... being degenerate. The morespecialised the model becomes in context,
the largerthegap).
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Phasea UTM, contextsas codes

Suppose Wa knows to directpredictions toother phases (subroutines)
for multiple contexts a, 22. So we suppose a datasetDu consistsof

12

Dn =3)2,,y"),v(((!),y(i))3j=1 nitz=n

Then

InlWa, D1) =SwadwY(n)T,tw(E") [y(1]
· ,Tw(y

=SeadwrY(w)#, f()(2")Sycil]
· Tf((()(y()

Suppose fe, is constantin all the directions for have nonzer partial derivatives
atweandvice-vena, so thereare local coordinates n,v in which

fa,(u,y) =f=,(u),f(z(4,y) =fz(y). Then (if this is theonly degeneracy)

~Swadudy](n,) ITE,(-) ITE)(-:)
j

= (aulu)Tfas(-:)(au(y)!fe)
(W, Remark2.2]

-log In =>nulwa) +x +x2) logn
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We see here a hint ofapicture where the true distribution can be approximately
divided into subtasks, each ofwhich is much simpler inisolation than the true

distribution, and underthe context-to-weights hypothesis some contributions
to the freeenergy ofthe "mothersingularity"or phase We come from the
free energy ofsubmodels (f=(Was lower-dim) on theretasks.

This suggests an approach tounderstanding the phase structure ofthe fullmodel

in terms of

(A) Phanetransitions wherea given contextis sed
i.e. the context-to-weightshypothesis begins tobe applied)

(B) Phanetransitions in the submodels

(C) Interactions between the transitions in(B). In thegeneric
case they are simply superimposed.
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